
Attract investments and launch your own 
tokens on the Infinite Rocket
Launchpad Platform  

launchpad.irocket.pro 



Infinity Rocket 

This is a full cycle platform for token launching 

and projects promotion. It allows optimizing the 

token creation process and its placement on the 

exchanges. 

Successful token listing on CEX/DEX and 

investors attraction provide you with a new 

financial level reaching. 

Do you have an idea of a token or a project 

prepared to be promoted? Send an application!

Infinity Rocket Launchpad

Launch your tokens with us

launchpad.irocket.pro



We carry out full support of 
a token launching

Launching on the platform and investments 

attraction

Private sales, token price management, stimulating 

tools, promotion

Infinity Rocket 

Branding, marketing, website development, IT and web 

development

Your project design

Token creation, listing on CEX and DEX

Smart-contract, contract audits, tokenomics, listing on the 

exchanges



The Launchpad and the formed 

investors pool provide the project 

with the dynamics it needs.

Infinity Rocket 

The Launchpad is necessary:  

For start-ups and 

companies that are not 

experienced in crypto 

projects.

When you have a project 

idea but have no 

resources.

When you have a token but 

need listing on DEX, CEX 

and price management.

launchpad.irocket.pro



Why are we unique?

Infinity Rocket has a pool of investors ready to participate in 

new projects. 

We have a great influencers' and advicers' support. 

We support you at each stage: from the token creation to 

listing on the top exchanges.

We know the exchanges requirements and features. 

We use our own token management tools such as Market

Maker Tools®.

Infinity Rocket 

Investors trust Infinity Rocket. 

All the projects are tested on 

investment attractiveness.

– Project launching 

on our platform 
gives a good start 

from the beginning.



Market Maker Tools – is a unique 

token management system on DEX

Infinity Rocket 

The product created by Infinity Rocket allows to: 

- regulate the trading volume, 

- accumulate and distribute positions, 

- form support and resistance levels, 

- work with many wallets at the same time, 

- form a price chart needed.

Price is going Up

Price is going Down



The Launchpad Platform forms a part of Infinity Rocket 

ecosystem. Also, we actively develop special community 

and influencers net. 

The company has its own IRT token that has been 

successfully traded on 4 exchanges since 2021. 

The project road map is completed on 100% that makes 

investors trust it.

– For Business

300k
Active community for 

promotion

IRT 18,6k
Holders IRT on 

4 exchanges

– For Investors

Infinity Rocket 

Investments attraction and a fast 

start on the Launchpad. Token 

launching, price management on the 

exchanges and full support.

Perspective and approved 

projects for making profit.Own Infinity 

Rocket token

Contract Number: 0xcbe5bca571628894a38836b0bae833ff012f71d8 See on BscScan

Infinity Rocket

https://bscscan.com/token/0xcbe5bca571628894a38836b0bae833ff012f71d8
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Infinity Rocket 

We discuss the terms, make 

plan and the project 

calendar

Project Road Map 

development

We make listing and 

organize investments 

attraction 

Project realization, 

token launching

We explore the project 

and hold focus-groups

Attract investments and launch your own tokens on the 
Infinite Rocket Launchpad Platform  



info@irocket.pro

Fill the application on the Infinity 
Rocket Launchpad Platform

launchpad.irocket.pro

Infinity Rocket website 
irocket.pro

Official channel

t.me/irocketeng

Infinity Rocket 

Telegram Chat 

t.me/irtchat

mailto:info@irocket.pro
https://launchpad.irocket.pro/
https://irocket.pro/

